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I The OU Re~enrch Institute, d'.rine the contract year 1963,, worked

on three gene'al problems and eight Mcific problems under the above

l project. Tim general or continuing problems were (A) the development

of a petroleum base lubricant for 41-97 and B-50 aircraft turbosuper-

chargers with imnroved viscosity-volatility and viscosity-temperature

J characteristics, (B) development ef iniroved turbosuperchargers

storago preservatives, (C) testing of synthetic lubricant (Principally

I MIL-L-7818 currently being used in the constant speed drive system.)

The specific vroblems which were suucoesfully completed end on

which final renorte were submitted were (A) suitability of grade

1100 aviation oil after contamination with aviation gasoline, (B) deter-

mination of a suitable lubricant for ueo in ram air turbines, (C) deter-

mintion of a suitible lubricant for lend screws of missile attitude

stands, (D) insnection of J79/F.IJ4 Toloflex box boarings, (E) engineering

study of ball bonrings P/N VI-22J2482, (F) inenection of bearings from

IAir turbine aseembly P/N 202280 and 202290, (G) investiLation of pour

noint of refrigerator comprestor ,.Is, (H) nrevention of freezing in

an eveaorative heat exchanger by using constant boiling mixtures,

(I) determination of a suitable high temperature lubricant for swiv"l

joints in the hot air bleoe line of KC-97 superchargers.

jThe nrogress mde in each of these areas is surmarized in the main

body of the renort and a complete discussion is included in a suitable

Sapnendix, either as n final revnrt or as a year end sumary of the

progress to dnte.

I



I STATUS REPORT ON GD1MAL PROM

j A. The development of a petroleum base lubricant for KC-97 and B-50 air-

craft turboeumerchargere with improved viscosity-volatility and viscosity-

I temverature characteristics.

This Droblem was a continuation of a specific problem worked on

during FY 1962 and arose from the fact that Grade 1065 aircraft engine

oil was recuired to furnish satisfactory lubrication to the anti-friction

bearings and nump drive gears at the operatiikg temperature of 300 F.

I The use of lower viscosity oils tends to eecrease the life of the

I turbosupercharger bearings markedly. However, this heavy OGade 1065

oil will not permit the turbosupercharger to start without external

I heating at subzero temneratures. Therefore a lighter Grade 1010 oil is

required for cold starting with a consequent loss in bearing life of

I these units during winter months. It was therefore decided to dovelop

a petroleum base lubricating oil which would have shear stability enough

to maintain its viscosity during service and a viscosity index suffici-

I ently high to enable it to match the viscosity of 1065 at the 300 F

operating temnerature while still approaching the viscosity of Grade 1010

material at 0 to -10 F.

An additional nroblem in this area is with the IIL-5606 hydraulic

fluid used in 3000 osi hydraulic systems which shows excessive shear

Sbreaksown reduci.ng the base oil viscosity by 30 to 40 per cent and

allowing excessive wear of hydraulic pumps and valves. A hydraulic fluid

I of the equivalent viscosity-temperature characteristide but not subject

to shear breakdown is exnected from this program.

While conventional refining procedures will not produce petroleum

base lubricants of these charadteristics, the Standard Oil Company (Ohio)

has a pilot nlant utilizing a process known as thermal diffusion which

1 -2-
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has produced exrerimental lubricants from paraffinic base stocks hich

are of 3I10 viscosity index. A contract was entered into with Standard

Oil (Ohio) Research Department to renovate their test column and operate

it so as to Droeuce moderate ouanities of test lubricants of various

viscosity and volatility characteristics utilizing base stocks and

u•oeucing finished viscosities as enecified by our needs. (See Appendix I

for listing of oils nrocured.) Meanwhile, another lubricant supplier

furnished a material of Grade 1010 viscosity but included an EP

ingredient of high thermal stability. Bench evaluation of this material

indicated Vtat it showod no imnrovement ovor bese petroleum oils in

increasing the load carrying ability of boirin- races. Therefore, this

lubricant was not recommended f-r service evaluation.

Using the thermal diffusion oils furnished by Sohio, a mixture was

compounded which meets the Grade 1065 aircraft enCine oil specification

at 300 F and has alO0,00 centistoke rating at -30 F. This compounded

oil was then tested for shear stability at 5,000 psi for 100 hours. No

significant breakdown in the viscosity was noted at the end of this

period. This oil then will be recommended for further cole weather testing.

Details regarding this development aro included in Appendix I.

As a related nart of this general nroblem a hydraulic fluid not

subject to shear breakdown was exnected to be developed as mentioned

previously. The nroblem 4n this area arose during the current year as

a result of relatively short life being exwerienced by Vickers rotary

cam onerated nriton type h'draulic pumps. Several renorts furnished by

Dr. Cushmmof OURI nointed out deficiencies in the bearing design on the

main shaft of this numn. In discussion with the manufacturer, Vickers

admitted that the Dumn was critical with regard to these bearings and
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stated that bearing di stress wnule be expected if the viscosity of the

I hyfteau1c mil was less then that soecified by t'e MIL-5606 specification,

1i.e., 10 centietokee at 130 F. Since MIL-5606 is admittedly not a shear

stal)le lubricont, some fiele samnies of lubricating oil were obtained

I from operating aircraft and showed materially reduced viscosity, ranging

from 6.8 to 8 centistokes.

I It was therefore arranged to utilize a hydraulic ground cart at

OCJJ4A and have the engineering test section run a sample of new 1-11125606

lubricant for a period of tire in order to determine the equivalent shear

breakdown in service. Tho hydraulic circuit for tVis e.•periment consisted

of a 3,000 psi pumo, a relief valve which dissipated the 3,000 pound

I pressure to atmospheric, a heat exchanger to absorb the energy input

and maintain the oil at :30 F with return t- the suction of the hydraulic

Iumon. Utilivinr thls ta.-t circuit, new MIL-566 oil, having a viscosity

of 10.3 centistokes, s)owed a decrease to 7 centistokes in 36 operating

hours.

To determine whethrr this was an inherent characteristic of the

lubricuting oil -r was eue to the viscosity index improving polymeric

thickener, straight mineral lubricating oil was obtained from Mid-Continent

stocks possessing a viscosity index of 97. Although this material possessed

too high a viscosity at sub-zero temperatures for use in aircraft service,

1 the lubricant was matched in viscosity at the operating point, being

10 centistokes at 130 F. The circulation of this test oil for 36 hours

I produced a nominal viscosity decrease to about 9.5 centistokes. It is

believed that most of this viscosity decrease was due to polymeric

material left in the test stand from previous runs, since it is impossible

to comoletely clean one of these stands before switching to a new test

material.



Therefore, it was concluded that the difficulty was due to the use

I of the polymric VI improver necessary to obtain viscosity tiperature

characteristics required by the MIL-5606 specification while using

normally refined base stocks. It in therefore considered desirable to

I obtain an oil having a high natural viscosity index and it is expected

that some of the stocks to be obtained from Sohbo under the development

I program mentioned unmer Specific Problem 3 will be materials which have

i viscosities in the came range as prevent hbyraulic oils.

Meanwhile a smeller sheer breakdown apparatus was developed by the

I Engineering Teat Laboratories OCAMA so that additional materials could

be evaluated. A test rig was Also biilt by the OURI Lubrication

I Laboratory. The OURI test rig consists of a hydraulic pump with built

in heat exchanger suitable for circulating oils through a restrictor

valve at nressures up to 10,000 psi and at controlled temperatures.

jj This pressure is substantially above that currently used in USAF aircraft

so that it should be able to evalunto materials under more severe condi-

I tions than imposod by current or prospective aircraft requirements.

To date several tests have boon accomplished utilising the test

rig, both in calibrating its performance versus MIL-5606 type material,

and in evaluating the improvement to be expected from thermally diffused

natural high VI profucts.

IIDetailed results are included as Appendix II of this report. In

[ summary, these are:

1. The OURI test etand Ounlicates the breakdown history of the
I OCAMA field-stand when the rosults are compared on a basis of equal

energy added ner nound of system fluid.
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2. The rate of break~own is controlled not only by the total amount

of energy absorbed by the oil, but also by the rate of energy absorption,

Thus, the smaller nil system stornge caiacities and higher system ores-

sures mre still further anproaching into MIL-5606 's already marginal

canAbility.

3. Under teat conditions of equal severity, thermally diffused

oils showed negligible shear breakdown. When blended to ecual viscosity

at maximum system operating toeperatures of 300 F, the untreated oils

showed slightly inferior low temperature properties. Means of alleviating

,ose characteristics are discussed in Appendix IL.

B. Development of improved turbosupercharger storage preservatives.

This project is a continuation of work done during the FY 1962 con-

tract whore it was found that corrosion of the anti-friction bearings

was occurring during long time starage of turbosuperchargors. This

corrosion was acidic corrosion rather than rusting and the damage was

attributed by thc OURI group to acidic corrosion from oxidation of the

rust nroventive lubricant compounds. Although this was originally

doubted by other invrstiretors, it wns found to be the correct conslusion

by the end of the 1962 nroject. . su:-fcstion wa made by the supplier

of the corrosion nrotcctive comDound that the addition of an anti-oxidant

additive known as Perabar 441 obtained from the Ennjay Division of Humble

Oil and Refining Company, would prevent the oxidation and eliminate or

minimize the resulting corrosion. The addition of 0.2% of this material

was therefore recosmmended to the turbine overhaul contractors, General

Electric Company, Ontario. California..

Base stock lubricating oil and rust preventive compound used in the

material furnished GE were obtainod by OURI, and a series of sample oils

were vreDarod. Theose included untreated lubricant base, pure corrosion
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preventive coaovund, untreated corrosion preventive bland and corrosion

Ipreventive blend utlzi ng various percontagem of the anti-oxidant

mterial. In addition, an oxidation resistant corrosion preventive

I compound, MIL-L-21260, wae obtained for comparison purposes. Samples

of each of these lubricants were used to coat a full-scale turbine

bearing such me those veed in the turboauuerchargers. These bearings

I were unite which had been rejected for mechanical defects by the Bearing

Inspection Company, but which were not corroded. lfter being coated

I with the various lubricating materials, the bearings were half imiersed

in the test lubricant and wore then stored in an atmospheric pressure

oven at 160 F. After thirty days of this teat, the following observa-

j tions were made:

Tho oxidation s ensitive material is the corrosion preventive

couunound rather than tho base oil. Little change in lubricant

characteristics and no corrosion are observed in the base lubricating

oil even though no anti-oxidant has been used. Heavy deDosits

I includirg corrosion nits have been observed in both the pure

corrosion nrevontivo material and in the 75/25 blend. The use of

Parabar 441 as of thirty accolorated test service minimized oxida-

tion and denosits and ossentially eliminated the corrosion pits

shown in the untreated specimen.

SAfter fifty-eight dayu of this test the following observations were made:

1. Previous conclusions wore confirmed in that the rust inhibiting

I compound is the oxidation sensitive material which furnishes acidic

corrosion in the blend. Although material oxidation was observed

in the base lubricating oil without anti-oxidant, no corrosive

� substancos were formed.
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2. Heavy corrosion and marked lubricant deterioration were found

I both in bearings treated with the pure corrosion vreventive and in

beeringa treated with the 75/25 blond of oil and corrosion preventive.

3. The 75/25 blend treated with various quantities of Paraber 441

showed materially reduced oxidation rates. In neither ccae was

any acidic corrosion observed on the bearings.

I ii. An oxidation inhibited corrosion preventive oil available under

Military Socification, NIL-21260, also prevented acidic corrosion

of the parts and nrosumably would also be suitable as a rust

Iravcntivo comnound. It is not known whether this material would

be suitable for use in aircraft reciprocating engines as well as

in turbosunorchargers.

A test, utilizing 521('O steel counone in place of the full-scale

bearings ane with still lower amounts of Parebar 441, to determine the

j minimum treatment level at which protection is obtained was also made.

As a result of these preliminary tests, Parehbr 441 was recoamended as

an anti-oxidant for use in preventing storage acidic corrosion in the

use of KIL-6529C preservative oils. Simultaneously, a modified bench

I test was comenced to determine whether anti-oxidants more effective

I than Parabar 441 were available. Details of tosting procedure and

completo results are shown as Appendix III. They may be summarized as

I stating that the use of either Ethyl Corporation Anti-oxidant 702 at

0.2% concentration or the use of El duPont Ortholeum 304 at 0.2%

I concentration nlus the use of 0.1% duPont Metal Suppressor, will give

j protection for aonroximetoly double the life of that shown by Parabar 441.

The use of Ethyl 702 seocms indicated since it •'an already been extensively

I field teeted by AF for use as an anti-oxidant in MIL-7808 lubricants.

SI""
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Test aunerohargora with the Parabar 441l anti-oxidant were stored

at Ontario, Californis, r fld tooting. These unit were to be

inatected after four to six months and ovory two months thereafter

until such tim as corrosion nits and ozidised oil deposits are observed

to occur. An inspection after five months ti revealed no evidence

of acidic corrosion. Neither from apvearanoe nor odor did the lubricating

I oil give any evidence of oxieation having occurred. It was concluded

that the current treatment level of 0.2 % Parabar 441 could be considered

as suitable for a miniimum of five months storage at bases in the Los

Angeles area. The next time interval for examination of a field stored

unit will be after termination of this contract.

C. Testing of synthetic lubricant (printipelly MIL-L-7808 currently

being used in the constant saeed drive system.

The work on this general problem was concentrated on (1) determining

the desirability of single source procurement for MIL-L-78083 lubricant

for use in CSD units and (2) the testing of candidate lubricants on the

OI RI wear tester. Each of theso will be discussed below.

A single source procurement was originally suggested by SAC and was

discussed at length by representatives from ASD, OCAMA and the OU Research

Institute at two meetings held at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The

conclusion arrived at by tho two conferences were as follows.

1. There is no indication from field service that any lubricant

currently on the NIL-L-7808E apnroved list is better then any

other lubricant for use in constant speed drives.

2. It is imoosiblo at the present time to interpret differences

in phsical properties whown in the inspection tests in terms of

fvarible -Derformsnoe in the constant speed drives.

1-9-



S)3, The variation betwoen two batches of MIL-L-78Oa oil from a

m single manufacturer i-9 at least as great as the variation between

these total test h6urs do not lend themselves to interpretation as

regards to the effect of lubricating oil quality.

5. Therefore, it is impossible at the present time to reccemiend

I a single source procurement of KEL-L-7808E on the basis of physical

tests.

6. It was, therefore, recomemded that the test program be designed

to evaluate the effect of changing pbysical specifications on

performance in constant speed drive units. This test program

Swould require correlation of various physical test results on a

variety of urooroed candidate lubricants and their actual test

results in CSD units in order to determine a unit rating on the

[i lubricant for ocemarison with a rating determined from physical

inspection data. It wpu recommnded that this drive testing be

J1 done at ASD.

7. In view of the narrow range of variability set by the HIL-L.78M

I. specification, it was recomumended that the attempt to procure a

j satisfactory CSD lubricant not be restricted to require conformity

with the MIL-780E specification.

[The OU Reseafch Institute concurs with the recommendations made at

the meeting, As a result of this, ASD has circulated to various engineering

groups a questionnaire on quality of KC-L-7808E lubricants. The OURI

f comments on this questionnaire are included as Appendix IV,

I -Min
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Progress in testing of candidate lubricants ad the OURI wear

I tester has proceeded along two avenues. -Initially, testing was suspended

in order to inveetigate bettor means of determining the useful life

of the test piecee on a basis other than friction and noise levels.

I Since torque meter readings did not Drove sensitive enough, an attempt

was made to utilize vibration measurements. Due to the fact that the

I toot rig is ooeratod at 300 F, it has so far proven impossible to find

a vibration pickup which will give an adequate electronic output

I continuously at temeretures of 300 F and above. Because of the

J difficulties with the torcue meter readings and vibration pickup readings,

the testing was continued basing useful life on noise and friction energy

measurements. Information collected regarding these candidate lubricants

led to the conclusion that the test macine did have value in predicting

I the load carrying ability of the lubricant. It was noted that the same

lubricant tested under the same conditions repeated its results with

reasonable accuracy considering the many variables that are involved.

It is emphasized that this test machine shold be used only to differ-

entiate the load carrying abilities of lubricants undergoing the same

I standard test under identical conditions. This is a valuable test in

that it is economical to operate and it gives conclusive results of the

wear propoerties of the lubricants being tested.

I In the initial tetting with the Ethyl Corporation additive AWA 29,

an increase was found in the antiwear properties of bearings tested on

I the OURI toibor. Subueouont test with different MIL-L-7808 oils and

the AWA 29 additive gave antiwear properties which were worse than the

lubricant without any adrlitive. It was therefore decided to discontinue

testing with the AWA 29 additive,

j -1i-



Of the candidate lubricants evaluated on the OURI wear tenter, the

j Socony Mobil XRM-139A typo I! oil proved to be of superior ouality in

load carrying ability. Its rating on the tester was very significantly

higher than the standard MIL-7808 oil. On this basis$ the Socony

Mobil type II oil was placed in the CSD test stand at Tinker and a

special drive evaluated using this lubricant. This special drive had

j had the bearing races coated with Molybdenum Disulfide and was run in

conjunction with type II oil. The test drive ran approximately 34 hours

I at loads up to 81 kilowatts at which time it was disassembled and inspected.

The bearings which were coated with the Molybdenum Disulfide showed very

little scuffing. The drive wca subsoauently reassembled and run for

approximately six more hours at londs of 130 KW at which time the drive

failed due to mechanical deformation in the drive due to the overload.

I On the basis of this test, it was rc conended that the Socony Mobil

type II oil be used in the CSD test stands because of its superior

performance as a lubricant.

f. In addition to the testing of lubricants, an analysis was made by

Dr. Cushman of OURI on the design and finishing of the several raceways

I and pistons. Specifically, three quality and design deficiencies were

found which will minimize recoway life: (1) Inadoauate bearing contact

surface, (2) poor raceway finish and polishing pits, and (3) the black

oxide coating intended to prevent scuffing on the run-in but which

constitutes a dirt contamination of the lubricant. The complete report

I is included as Apnendix IV.

1
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I In addition to the nrevious probleme which represent continuing

iareas of resnonsibtlity to the Air Force, the OURI group worked on

several specifio problems which were successfully concluded during the

I fiscal year and on which final reports made to the Air Force are included

as apnendices to this final report on the project. Sunnaries of these

j are given below:

A. Investigation of the suitability of Grade 1100 aviation oil after

I contamination with aviation gasoline.

This soecific oroblem Prose from the desiro of the Strategic Air

Command to extend the life of reciprocating aircraft lubricating oil.

J It is the molicy of SAC in winter to dilute the oil in the lubricating

system with annroximately 12% of aviation gasolione. These engines are

!I then ground run after being started for a sufficient length of time to

evaeorate the gasoline. Tech orders renuire that at least every third

such engine start should be accompanied by flight to onerating altitude

f 30,000 feet so as to fully warm the engine and evaporate the gasoline.

At the present time the orders require disccrding the lubricant after

I three such flights. It was reouosted that we determine if the remaining

[ traces of gasoline dilution wrxo causing deleterious effects or whether

possibly four such operations could be considered.

I. A laboratory bench test was set up for a sanple of new Grade 1100

aviation oil diluted with 12% gasoline. The results show that none of

Ithe changes in the physical snocificatione are considered to be harmful

j to the function of the lubricating oil and the comparison of results
V

between one cycle and the three cycles indicates that continued

I deterioratinn is not to be feared. On the basis of these results,

k-3
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a fourth onerutional cycle wes rocommoendle. The comnlete report

I including the recommendeti-v1 are included as Appendix V.

i B. Determinrtion of the ureoer lubricant for use in rem air turbines.

This problem arose as a result of sticking of the pitch control

j mechanism in blades of ram Air turbines. This pitch control is

maintained by a set of interlocking gears hold in place by ball bearings

I The bearings stuck from rust corrosion duo to condensation and ambient

moisture. A review of the operating conditions and the requirements

which the lubricant should meet was made. As a result a military

I apnroved lubricant, MIL-O-lO924B, automotive and artillary grease, was

recomeondod as a satisfactory lubricant for the nurposo. The final report

J on this specific problem is included as Appendix VI.

C. Determination of a suitable lubricant for lead screws of missile

"attitude stands.

This nroblem arose whn the Forth American Aviation Company specified

a oronrietary lubricant for lubrication of load screws which control the

1. attitude of the missile ch,:ck out stand built by them and which had

shown excessive wear when lubricated with conventional lubricants.

Their recommendation was that a material referred to as Torko Grade

1 SIX 50 motor oil, supplemented with an additive known as Torko Red-top

or Torko Blue-top additive, Procurement of these materials represents

Iia supply problem in many parts of the United States.

1 Samples of Torko motor oil wore obtainod and analyzed for physical

and chcmical properties. From the results of the test, two Military

I Specification lubricants wore recommended. The same or improved

characteristics should be obtained by the use of Military Specification

lubricant fIL-L-18L86 or by the Federal Specification W-L-768. With

I -14-~.
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this recommendation, the initial project on this specific problem was

closed.

The same prollom was rooponed at a later date to have OURI furnish

consulting services for the testing of the recommended alternate lubri-

[ cants. At the end of tho project year the testing of the proposed alter-

nato lubricants had not been completed.

The finl report on the first phase of this specific problem is

included as Apopndix VII.

D. Investigation of the sorviceobility of the J79/FI04 Toleflex box

bearings.

This problem arose when it became necessary to dotermine the

serviceability of the J79/FI04 Tcloflcx box bearing. ;fter analysis of

the bearing assembly tho recommendation was made that the bearings be

machine tested on the Tinker bearin- test machine before installation

into the Teleflex box. This bearing test, together with the washer

lubrication wore the only recommendations made in changing the assembly

of this unit. The complete engineering report is included as Appendix VIII.

E. Engineering study of bell bearings P/N VI-2242L8.

This problem arose when the ball bearings P/N VI-224248 used in

the Vickors hydraulic motor model NR EA 1010-145-2A developed a roughness

sfter a few hours of operation. It was suspected that this is one of

the major causes of the motor failures. Assistance was reouostod to make

a full analysis of the subject bearing and recommend corrective action.

Of the five bearings submitted for inspection, four wore found to be

defective using the McKnight Analyzer and DuMont 403 oscilloscope test

machine. The problem here seems tobe one of manufacturing quality which

can cnly be cured by ouality testing at the factory. The complete

Engineering report on this snecific problem is included es Appendix IX.

1 -15-



I
F, Insmection of new bearings from air turbine repair kits S/I 1660-571-

I 9158.

This poblem arose when the Air ,ccoessories Repair section

experionced difficulty in passing an air turbine assembly P/N 202280

j and 202290 due to excessive vibration. A number of new bearings were

routed to the boarine" shop for inspection and were found to be defective

I for various reasons. It was requested that OURI make an engineering

tanalysis of several bearings to determine if they met manufacturing

tolerances. Of the four Few Doeprture JOWO20 bearings submitted,

three were found satisfactory and one was rejected as being marginal.

The comnleto ronort on this ane cific problem is included as Appendix 1.

G. Investigation of pour point of refrigeration compressor oils.

This problem arose from the desire to utill 4 a convetional vapor

compression refrigeration system in place of air heat exchanger cooling

I for electronic gear in certain special airplanes. In view of the fact

that the refrigeration would not be continuously required, it was

believed that an operational requircmcnt on the refrigeration compressor

would be that it be required to stnrt nt an ambient temperature of 40

to 45 below zero F, as n conseauence of having been cold soaked at

I altitutde for 2 to 5 hours prior to being called on to furnish a cooling

lond.

1 Since the eauipment wns to be procurod from Dunham-Bush Company of

Hartford, Connecticut, inquiry was made to their Engineering Department

I regardine the cold soAk starting characteristics of their compressor.

They informed that they could not guarantee the operation of their unit

below -10 F ambient unless proprietary compressor oils were utilized.

I Those included Suniso Oil from Sun Oil Company, and Capella A Oil from
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Texaco, Inc, With those oils they were able to operate at -35 F, but

were not certain of the ability to start at any lower temperature since

they had never utilized the unit at such temweratures. The oW etbors

had been onerated at -55 F, but this was done by cooling the ambient

I temperature with the unit orerating, and with the use of Suniso Oil.

This information was furnished to OCAMA. At this point, the Cuban

j emergency alert occurred and the project was suspended. To date, no

resumation of the ni oject has been given us. It is, therefore, believed

that the special problem is concluded and this consitutes a final report

on the problem.

H, Prevention of freezing in an evaporative heat exchanger by the use

of constant boiling mixtures.

This problem involved a heat exchangwr which cooled bleed air by

boiling of water. The heat exchanger is in the B-58 aircraft and

trouble occurs in cold weather when the water In the heat exchanger

freezes. The trouble arises when 400 F bleed air from the engine melts

ice next to the heat exchanger tube and then vaporizes it before the

wain body of ice melts. This develops sufficient pressure to collapse

the heat exchanger tubes and destroy the exchanger.

The analysis of the Droblem led to the recoimmondition that a

mixture of Cellosolve/weter and Methyl Cellosolve/water mixture be

evaluated for inflammability hazards. The final report on this specific

problem is included as Aponndix XI.

1.I. Determination of a suitable high temperature lubricant for the swivel

joint in the hot air bleed line of KC-97 supercharger.

This problem arose when the swivel joint in the hot air bleed line

[ to the K0-97 supercharger would bocome corroded by the action of the hot

I -17-



exhaust ases passing through the duct, resulting in freezing of the

j joint end subseouent breakage of the supercharger housing, It was

reouested that OURI participate in the solution of this problem by

snecifying a suitable high temperature lubricant.

By the very rnture of the swivel joint, and the fact that high

temperatures up to 1700 F dre involved, a coating of some sort which

would nossess lubricating nualities seemed to be the answer. Investi-

gations by KASA have shown that some inorganic compounus possess

lubricating properties when introduced at the interfane between sliding

metal surfaces. In testing these compounds at temperature to 2,OCO F

the compounds were considered in the range for effective boundary

lubrication under extreme conditions if these friction coefficients

were below 0.2. Coatings which have shown considerable promise are

lead monoxide bonded to stainless steels with lead silicate (good to

1,250 F) and calcium fluoride costingsbonded to nickel base alloys with

"a cobalt oxide, barium oxide, or boric oxide binder (good to 1,900 F).

The necessary materials for mixing and applying the lead monoxide

base coating to the supercharger swivel joint were procured and a joint

was coatod. The end of the fiscal year contract period cccurred before

further exoerimenting and toeting could be made vith thiq coated

swivel joint.

The search for the hi•i trmmereture lubricant revc.slcd that in

addition to the NASA eevelon-monts, there were two commorcip.lly available

compounds which reportedly would be sufficient to prevent seizing. One

compound is made by the Toencono Company, Dallas, Texas, nnd is qualifVed

under Pratt and Whitney specifications, Another high temperature lubri-

cant is sold by Felt Products Manufacturing Company, Skokie, Illinois.
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I APPEIX I

The Dsvelowent of a Turlosunorchargor Lubricant from Thermally Diffused
Stocks

I As mentioned in the first nart of this ronort, snecial refining

methnds known as thermal diffusion make it possible to produce pure

I petroleum stocks of higher than normally obtainable viscosity index,

with the volatility and shear stability of the base materials.

In view of the need of improved low and high temperature character-

I istics in turbosunorcherger lubricints, the Sohio research laboratories

wore commissioned to produce a series of thermally diffused materials,

I the resulting test lubricants being listed in the attached table.

As can be seen from the attached viscosity temperature curves,
I
SGrade 1010 material has excellent viscosity chae acteristics at -30 F.

However, its viscosity at full onernting temperature is of the order of

1 cs (armroximately that of water), thereby being ineffective in

-orevcnting excessive bearing wenr.

Meanwhile, Greee 1065 material, which has an effective viscosity

of b cs at 3YV) F, is much too viscous at low temneratures. General

j rninion of librication rngincprs is tYut effective bearing lubricanton

and suitable oil umning charactoristics ceases at viscosities above

1 l0,OD'O cs (about 50,000 SUS), a conrition which is attained at 5 F.

The thermally diffused SEB 78 material obtained from Sohio is

seen to be essentially identical to Grndo 1065 at high temperatures, but

decreases the minimum operating point to -13 F.

A blend of a 40% mixture of SEN-10O (a lighter grade of thermally

I diffused material) with 60% of SEB-78 produced a material which still

had a viscosity of 3 ca at the operating temperature of 300 F. This is

[
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satisfactory for bearinp lubrication since ASD has successfully completed

high temperature beering onorating toots using thormilly stable lubricants

whose viscosity at the toot temperature was between 2 and 2.5 ci. The

low limit of 10,000 co is -30 F, with borderline operation perhaps as

low as -40 F.

The viscosity index of this product is approximately 129, and is

obtained purely by refining and blending. Shear stability of the product

is excellent as is shown by a teat conducted on the OURI shear stability

stand at 5,000 nsi for P duration of 50 hours. This test involved an

energy dissipation to the oil of ap-roximately 10,000,000 ft. lb. of

work ner sound of oil in the system, and resulted in a decrease in

viscosity of 0.58%. This slight decrease is less than can be plotted

grenhically on this V-T curve.

Therefore, it is recommended that a samrle of lubricating oil made

to these specifications be tested in full scale eauiament either in

flight or in an environmental hangar to determine if the preliminary

evaluation is accomilishod in actual service.-

-i
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PROPMIES OF T•RAL DMSION OILS

Citcon 90106

Ton fraction from thermal diffusion column.

Sohio Niumber 2132-37C

Viy. at 100 F a 8i.41 ca
at 210 F - 10.4O

Sv.I.. 113

R.I. - 1.0766 at 20 C

SED-78

Top fraction from thormol diffusion column.

Sohio number 2132-37D

Vis. at 100 F - 76.72 cs
at 210 F - 10.25

I

V.I. - 12o.5

SR.I. - lLUT•5 at 20 C

I 5/22/63

I
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

21,-V3 5B - Urea Troeated. 1% Enjay 628 and 0,4% Acryloid 710 added.

Via. at 100 F - 18.14 ca
at 210F - 3.97

V. I. - 135

Refractive Index at 20 C 1.4668

Pour Point - -35 F

2132-h9B - 1.0% Enjay 628 and 0.4% Acryloid 710 added.

Vie. at 100 F - 1h.68 ca
at 21OF- 3.j7

V.I. - 131

Refractive Index at 20 C * 1.4682

Pour Point - -30 F

2132-50A - 0.5% Enjay 628 and 0.2% Acryloid 710 added.

i° Via. at 100 F - 1i4.2 ca
at 210 F - 3.19

V.I.m 9o

Refractive Inctoy qt 20 C - 1.0771

Pour Point - oil still fluid nt -65 F

2092-71 - Synthetic Oil -- Trans-cidecyl Andimerata (didecyl-1,2-cyclobutane
carboxylate)

Via. at 100 F - 12.74 ca
* at 210 F - 3.25

V.I. - 153

L Preezing Point - -40 F

Specific Gravity - 0.92920

Boiling Point - 428 F (1am)

Flash Point (Ponsky4lertins closed cup) * L05 F

Sohio Research - 6/14/63!
I-• ,



TWJRMAL DIFFUSION OILS - PHMICAL PROPERTIES

(Producod for Oklahoma Reuoerch Institute)

Pennsylvania Constant Tewmerature Both Oil No. 90 (Top Fraction)

Sample Number 2132-52A

Via. At 100 F - 12.33 ca
et 210 F - 3.05

V.I,. - 119

R.I. at 20 C - 1.4591

Pour Point - 20 F

Contains 0.5% Enjay 628 and 0.2% Acryloid 710

HI-60 (Bottom Fraction)

Sample Number 2132-17A

Via. at 100 F - 14.54 ca
at 130 F - 8.5
At 210 F - 3.19

V.1. - 88.5

R.I. at 20 C - 1.4772

Pour Point - -65 F

Contains 0.5% Enjay 628 and 0.2% Acryloid 710

SEN-100 (Ton Fraction)

Saimle Number 2132-17A

Vie. at 100 F - 14.09 ca
at 210 F - 3.73

V.I. - 122

R.I. mt 20 C - 1.4680

Pour Point 1 10 F

6/24/63
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PHISICAL PROPERTIES

Nection 37 (Top Fraction)
Samnle No. 2132-64A

Viz. at lOOF- 9.035 cs
at 210 F - 2.466

V.I. 107.5

R.I. at 20 C - L.b621

Pour Point - -40 F

Humble Hydraulic Oil (Mail Fraction)
Samole No. 2132-601

Via. at l00 F - l4.62 cs
at 210 F - 3.228

M. - 93.6

R.I. - 20 C - 1.4653

Pour Point - -30 F

Humblo Hydraulic Oil (Top Fraction)
Samnle No. 2132-55A

Via. at 100 F - 8 .72 cs
at 210 F - 2.58

V.M. - 2i3.5

R.I. at 20 C - 1.45* 0

Pour Point - 25 F

H mile Hydraulic Oil (Bottom Fraction)
Samule No. 2132-56B

Vie. at 100 F - 26.56 ca
at 210 F - 4.201

Sv.I.. - o.5

R.I. at 20 C - 1.4784

Pour Point - still flowing at -55 F

-27-



humble Hydraulic Oil (Tov Fraction -- Feed ratio for this rmu o. pa
through top to sixteen parts

Samwle No. 2132-60A through bottom)

Via. at 100 F = 8.934 ce
et 210 F a 2.649

V.i. -149

R.I. at 20 C - 1.4521

Pour Point a 20 F

Humble Hydraulic Oil (Drained from the coluun after the run was @cmpleted)
Sample No. 2132-613

Via. at 300 F - 10.66 ca
at 120 F - 2.818

V.I. - 12h.5

R.I. at 20 C - 1.•572

Sohio Research - 8/16/63

I2
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APPENDIX II

The Interactimn of Baso Stocks end Polysneric Materials on Viscosity,

Viscosit7 Index and Volatility.

In general, aircraft lubricant and hydraulic systems require the

materiel to be fluid enouph that cold starting is permissible without

special equipment under arctic conditions, while retaining sufficient

viscosity to be of lubricating value at elevated temperatures ranging

from 300 F. At thoese trmporatures, most petroleum base materials possess

an anprociable vanor pressure, so that the relative volatility of the

lubricant is important. This is especially important in aircraft

operation where low ambient atmospheric pressures accentuate the

evanoration problem.

MIL-H-5606 and simil1ar lubricating: type hydraulic fluids obtain

their final characteristics by emnloying a blend consisting of a

relatively small porcontnge of oil-soluble synthetic polymer in a base

"blend of conventionally refined notroloum base lubricants.

These nolymers nro usunlly of the rcrylic type, and of very high

ann, rent moleculnr weipht Ps comnnred to the netroleum nroduct, having

molecular weights of 15,000 to O.,0O0 ns cormared to 350-800 for the

base oil. They are therefore of extremely high viscosity. The blend

therefore consists of an extremely high percentage of the petroleum

material, which contributes relatively slightly to the total viscosity,

together with a small percentage of polymer which contributes half or

more of the blended viscosity. Thus typically a 5606 blend is required

to be 10 ca at 130 F. It will be blended of about 95% petroleum oil

having a viscosity of 2.5 to 3.5 cs at this same temperature, the remaining

viscosity being duo to the 5% or loss of dissolved polymer.

-29-



The advantage to this scheme ir that the polymer adds only slightly

to the viscosity at sub-zero temperatures, thus allowing the blend to

aporoaoh (although not attain) the low viscosity of the lighter base

stock, while contributing strongly to the viscosity at elevated temp-

eratures. This property is measured normally by the Viscosity Index,

and the addition of the polymer typically increases the VI from 95 to

200 or over.

The disadvantages are two in number. Firet, the volatility is

materially decreased, the flash point being reduced to 230 F, as

dompared to 350 or abovo for a straight hydrocarbon material of

eouivelent 130 F viscosity, and an evaporation loss of over 90% in 6

hours at 350 F, whereas the eauivnlant hydrocarbon would show less than

10%.

An even more serious clisadvnntnge occurs in that the very high

molecularweight of the •olymers are attained by an essontially linear

molecular structure. Such molecules are extremely sensitive to size

degradation throurh mechanical shearin7 or internal vibration either from

pressure waves or thormal agitation. This decrease in molecular size

causes a decrease in the viscosity of the polymer thereby materially

reducing its lubricating value.

Thus, a standard shear stability test may show a 46% reduction in

viscosity as compared with a 2-3% reduction in viscosity with conventional

petroleum stocks of the same viscosity at 130 F. This same type of

degradation occurs in aircraft hydraulic systems to the extent of 30-35%

viscosity reduction during normal service life.

The purnose of thermal diffusion methods is to attain these higher

VI products by means of selecting the share of the molecule without

l30-



I
appreoiably affecting the size and molecular weight. Thus when an oil

fis thermally diffused, its viscosity (at the 100 to 210 F range) is

decreased, end its Viscosity Inrex increased, without appreciably

I. changing its volatility. The degree of success attained today is that

Viscosity Ineex numbers of 130 to 3Ij0 have been obtained. This is not

sufficient to obtain products whose viscosities at extremely high and

I low temperatures exactly match those nominally obtained with the polymer

blends.

Two courses are then oren. Ono is to relax the viscosity speci-

I fications either at high or low temperature to those obtainable by

thermal diffusion, thus taking full advantage of the increased stability,

and the decreased volatility so obtained.

Another course is to utilize the higher base VI and lowcr volatility

in the TD oils as a base stock for nolymer blends. Preliminary estimates

are that a hydrAulic fluid coule be made which matched 5606 viscosity-

temnerature characteristics exactly, utilizing a bsso stock with approxi-

mat Jly 5 cs at 130 F viscosity, nnd rc'uiring only about half as much

Dolymer in the blend. Such n bnsc stock would have over 300 F flash

noint (possibly 330 F), thus rcducing cvriporation it 350 F to a point

where at least some lubriciting power would be retained over an

appreciable time. The shear stability would be inferior to those

nttained by the base oils, but far superior to those of conventional 5606.
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III
APPFNDX M!

To: OCAMA

Fromu: OURI

Final Report on Oven Test Utilizing Test SDecimens to Determine Corrosivity
of Treated Mil-C-0529.

Deaed on the success of nreliminary tests on oven aging methods

of predicting acidic corrosivity of MIL-C6529 and similar rust preventive

ICE lubricant and preservative compounds, it was decided to extend the

scope of the testing. Since the relatively large number of~ full scale

bearings required for the program were not obtainable, a bench type

test was devised utilizing the following procedure.

Toot specimens consisted of samples vut from 7/8" 52100 bar stock

approximately 1/2" long. These samples were heat treated by oil quenching

followed by tempering in accoreance with standards for bearing race heat

treatment in order to insure the metallurgical identity of the test

specimens. Rockwell hardness tests indicated the finished specimens

to be in the normnl range for benring rneoways.

After heottreating, the test s~ccimens were ground and hand polished,

the final nolishing being with 6/0 emery polishing paper, polishing

being continued until all Drovious scratches from the 4/O paper had been

polished out. This striated surface made it easy to determine the onset

of corrosive attack. The finished specimens were then cleaned in

petroleum solvent, dried and stored in a deasicator until use.

The following oil samples were prepared for test

1. MIL-6529C concentrate
2. MIL-L021260 ICE rust preventive finished blend
3. MIL-L-6082 Grade 1065 base stock
h. 3/1 blend of base stock and concentrate
5, 6, and 7. 3/1 blend plus same ratios of Ethyl

70T antioxident
8, 9, and 10. 3/1 blond plus same ratios of Ethyl 702

antioxidant 32-I



The first 3 samples consisted of matorial received from Bray Oil

Cwomany as representative of the product they were furhishing to GE,

together with an oxidation inhibited rust preventive material for

comparison. The remaining mterials were prepared by weighing out a

large botch of the 3/1 blend, heating to 200 F with stirring to insure

adeaueto mixing, and then adding to portions of the blend the various

additives as indicated. After adeing the anti-oxidant, each small batch

was reheated to 200 F with stirring to insure full solution of the

antioxidant.

Each oil samole was placed in a non-catalytic aluminum cup, with

a corrosion test enecimon evnroximately half immersed in the oil, the

remaining portion being oil coated and exposed to air. All test speci-

mens wore placed in a froe convection atmosphoric oven maintained ent

180 F.

The following results wore obtained. Corrosion followed the

same corrosion mechanism as in the turbosulercharrer storage cells,

corrosion being associated with oil darkening, an oxidized odor and

formation of a resinous coating. Sample No, 4 was the most sensitive

to corrosion, being worse than either the base lubricnting oil or the

undiluted concentrate. First corrosion deposits were found between 25

nnd 30 days, indicating the safe protective life to be of the order of

20 days at these test conditions. Both the base oil, the MIL-21260I

and all oxidation stabilized samples were untouched at 36 days test.

This test war concluded at 50 dayss at which time the concentrate

showed extensive donnsits and corrosion, the base oil showed slight

corrosion with no deposits, and MIL-21260 indicated some darkening

although there was no corrosion or deposits.

The Parabar 441 treated specimonq also had darkened appreciably
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with the two lower concentrations of antioxidant also showing corrosioNg

theO125% concentration showed slight deposits. The 0.5% concentration
showed protection on 2 of the 3 specimens with.corrosion being indicated

on the third. It is therefore believed that 50 days represents the

borderline trestmont for Paraber 441 at a somewhat advanced concentration

over that used at GE. Since untreated oils showed deterioration and

corrosion at the 7 to 8 month level, Parabar 44l treatment could be

assumed to be adequate for apzoroximntely 1 year.

The Ethyl 702 ndeitive showed much bettor color stability, the oil
darkening being only about half As intense. At the 50 day termination

of the test, the 0.2 and 0.25% treatmont levels showed perfect protection,

with tho 0.125% level showing light corrosion with no deposits.

In view of the excellent corrosion protection obtained, it was

felt worthwhile to investigato other typos of antioxidant materials.

Therefore a second sot of tcst apecimons were prepared, utilizing the

following mnteriils, Ethyl 702 nnd Pnrabar 44 for comparison purposes;

"dilly-dnp" from Carlisle Chemicril Company, a sulfur containing organic

alkanoe Santonox from Monsanto, a hindered phenol similar in structure

to 702 and 44i, but containing sulfur; Ortholcum 304 from DuPont, an

amine type (both with and without the addition of a metal deactivator)$

Butyl simate and Vanlube 76 from R. T. Vanderbilt, the former being a

metal carbamate and the lAtter a pronrietary antioxident and rust

inhibitor of unknown composition. All samples were tested at 0.2,

0.4 and 0.6% concentration. Failure by corrosion occurred at the

following times.

Parabar h4l, all sam'los between 35 and 40 days. This extension

of time is attributed to the absence of oxidized oil fumes from the

uninhibited specimens.
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Santonom sImnles failed at 30-35 days, and dilly-dav at 40 to 45

days, being worse than Poraber or not significantly better. They are

therefore eliminated from further consideration.

The test was concluded after 100 days. Materials showing no

corrosion at this period are considered to be the equivalent of 18

months to 2 years container storage fife. Test was discontinued at

this time duo to excessive evaporation of oil, so that there was

essentially no material left to cover the test specimens.

The best material from an overall standpoint was Ethyl 702, which

consistently maintained better color to the oil showing only about

h lf as much darkening as did competitive materials. The Ortholeum

304 showed slipht corrosion at 55 days on the 0.2% treatment level,

but nnssod the 100 day test when reinforced with 0.1% metal deactivator.

Oils were very dark in all caees.

Vanderbilt Butyl simato also nassed the test, with oil darkening

intermediate botweon that of the Ethyl and duPont materials. However,

the proprietary riterial showed corrosion at 30 to 35 days even when

the treatment level wns carried to 1.0%. Presumably these disappointing

results are due to the material being present in solution rather than

as 100% active ingredient as is the case with other test materials.

Test oils were analyzed for viscosity and acidity increase. All

showed such increases but the amount of increase at point of first

corrosion was quite varied, indicating that these tests could not be

used for determining a danger point in the oil.

It is therefore concluded that the desired safe storage time could

be obtained with a variety of oxidation inhibitor treatments at the

0.2% level, with Ethyl 712 being first choice due to its color maintenanee
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properties, and its previous Puccoosful use in Jet Engine oils where no

operational difficulties wore found when the oils were used in engine

service. Since theso snmo stornge conditions prevail in reciprocating

engine storage, it is further recomonended that the Air Force investigate

the nosuibility of adovting this treatment to all MIL-6529 lubricant

graes.
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1.PWIIIX IV

To: Commander
Oklahoma City Air Material Area
T1 nkor Air Force Base, Okla.
Attention: OCNE

From: Prul A. Curlmnn
CURI
Forman, Okla home

SubJect: Contract Number 34(601)-14089
Or•eer Number 34-601-63-4
OURI Project No. 13 8 4-h
Re: OURI Problem Number 63-5
',Ninker Project Reference

This nroject ws submitted by Walter Kline 7-25-63 and reported thus

far on 8-14-63. It is n rAcewny study of the following two wobbler

rAcownys. On( rnco is Stock Number 1650 739-0825 of inner motor wobbler

Part No. 689411, etched H-689411 between raceways. The other race is

Stock Number 1650 739-1539 of roller pump wobbler, Part No. 689068,

etched E-689068 between raceways. Both are made by Sunstrand. The first

is about 6 11/16" OD and has two chanfered raceways 1/2" wide. The

second is about 6 7/83' O'D and has two chamfored raceways 9/16" wide.

Both chambciod racewnya are norfectly straight across, with curve-

Utro only in the annulrr r irection. Those races are scheduled to last

1000 hours, None mnke better thAn 100 hours before fatigue develops in

I. the raceways.

The neth of contAct is about .030" wide in each raceway of Part No.

689411 inner motor wobbler. This is found by measuring the width of

the bright metallic line of the path of contact. This flat, straight

line, contact forms a totnlly insufficient bearing area between the pin

nnd raceway. Tho design utterly disregards the ball bearing law, that

when a ball rolls in a raceway the diameter of the raceway must exceed

the diameter of the ball by exactly 4% and never much more. The
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I
computation must be mode As follows.

The curvature of the rolling contact vine is anprauimately 1.75"

diameter. This pin surfaco cu-vnturo must be hold at exctly 1.75" in

mar.ufncture. Adding 1.75" plus .04 x 1.75" gives 1.820", which must be

the curvvnture in the racowiy. This curvature can alone provide suffi-

cinnt area of contact between pin surface and raceway surface according

to the bearing manufacturers' rule. Tho pin surface curvature of 1.75"

diameter provides the equivalent of a 1.75" diameter ball rotating on

n chamfered surfcc as nt presont designed. The small contact area

between nin surfnce and raceway provides insufficient curved area of

contact for frictionlosr nin rotation. The small contact area between

nin eurface Pnd rncewny nroduccs the narrow raceway path of .030',

whichahcild not be less thnn .160" to .130' of width. The surf:<ce in

which the nine rotate must be an rnnular sphorical scat instead of an

annnUlnr chamfored surface,

The wobbler nction will possibly vary the design from 4% slightly

but very little Poseibly h3125% might provc a better figure than 4%.

That would have to bo provon by experiment.

Expcrimentation would be requirod to confirm any variation of the

14% law to such as 4.125% for this application to pin rolling contact.

The anglo of 8 degrees chamfer selected in this design makes compli-

cations which only oxporiment can determine. The angle of this race-

way with the axis could require change to make the spherical seat work

out correctly. The right combination will be that which gives raceway

contact paths of nrond ,160" to .180" widths. This contact width is

the crucial factor which uontrols the design. The angle of the spherical

soat must certrinly be designed with respect to the axis so that the

nngle of contAct ie not much Above 10 degrees. 1A large scale drafting
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layout would prevent excessive Pngle of contact. The quoted per cent

curvature rule may become iL 125%, 4%, or in between as found necessary

when applied to wobbler ces q- to AttAin the necessary width of contact

pathwiy. In mrasuring th7 vidth of contact path, only the bright metal

rinr in the rnc- -vy mubt be scaled. It is not only .030" wide, which

di'tirictly is the crrrr P13 row layed out.

-Phn-n t r thick b'.ack oxide coating giving an apparent width of

ovor .030', brt -.-trh ndditional width is not metal contact. It must

not be consid3-,:] r.s r"n nr~j of support for the pins.

Another d 'ffi zulty of tho ýrnvest importance is thpt the chamfered

racewnys cento...' •nlis:ing hont pits of .00W" to .10" diameter. By

scrn'inr off P r~n inch Isn[th of the black oxide, we studied the original

surfncc of H-6P9411.. Th're rro as many as twenty hoet polishing pit holes

in this one inch lonr',h, which ore visible with an eyepiece at 6X magni-

ficAtion. This in c-x:oPtionnlly noor rncowny grinding. Even one heat

nit hole in th 4 s one inch length would be sufficient cause for rejec-

tion of this bonrin1 .

There are arer ,,- n saolloped, or mneckled, appoarance in the

nbove mentioned cno inch :ingth. There cre mnny valleys and many semi-

polished ridges in tha . J./2' wide by 1" long surface, Two polishing

hent pit holes are .010" dinmeter. These are circled in ink. It is

urusunl to find two pit holes over .007" diameter in a one inch length.

Tho twenty-odd in the on,i inch length can be clearly seen at 6X and lOX

magnification with a iuc.-oscope. The microscope greatly excels the

eyepiece for this W..":

The polishing I.." A pjt holes are snots of metal weakness where

fatigue holes begin to sot up in two to twenty hours of operation. There

is a discharge of steel Dowder from those polishing heat pit holes. This-39



powder sets up dirt not marks in the raceways, caused rapid wear and

dynamic vibrations in thoso two wobblers. ?he holes in the raceways

were wido by tho rcoewny i.t~h.rs. They used the wrong kind of polishing

mnteriel, excoAtv.-v proszurc 3n the polishing wheel or polishing cloth

nne rc-,sivo 4>-neC If r*'tpt:-on. Particularly, three to four pounds

of "- zQeu-'o euw-ng polAhi.n•vn is a great plenty.

Whero a stron, l'iw of light No. 10 oil prevails during bearing

rotrticn, the dirchrr6ed rirt. cnn be washed away from the bearing somewhat.

This washing can nvolong ".½ life of a defective bearing slightly, and

o-omoti:TPB conldomrn.:ly. There is not such effective flow of oil in

these wobblerf. The volihing hont pit holes therefore completely

destro- wobblcr racoways in 100 hours. Wear begins in ton to twenty hours.

An oscilloscorc will ehow very bad dynamic effects of progressively

incrensing violence in every ball bearing containing polishing heat

nit holes. Theose holes wj .l bo observed to grow gradually larger and

become fatigue soots when neriodic chocks of raceway wear are attempted.

It is absolutely es.scntinl for every raceway to be visually studied.

Rejection is reauirnd of overy raceway which shows the least sign of

such a defect as polishing heat pit holes, Annular ridges in the race-

wny, annular valleyw, scratches, corrosion, and impurities, any of

which can be seen at 6X mngnificntion. Of these raneway flaws polishing

hn-nt nit holes may be the most destructive of bearing life.

The wobbler raccow-y etched E689068 shows five polishing heat pit

holes in en inked c'r&lv of 3/16" diameter, marked outside of the pathway.

Thore are hunred,. ? . c 6polishing holes in this one raceway. On the

opposit3 rnc•..ny r x, 5/16" parrallelogram has been marked, also a

3/16" x 3/16" rhombas The two scratches to the left of the rhombus

were not made by us. Examination of those aroes reveals a quantity of
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hent t~it holes, nnnular scars, an'nular valleys, and exceedingly poor

raeowny finish, which no b--nrinv man of experience could tolerates

A third. AnA 3r';ous r•°ifriculty on the 6 11/16" OD race, H-689411,

arlrFZn fr'om thn *o cx.-, c'xiting of .002" layer thickness, This

c c'.: -onstigutos .' SbL-t ":;atanmination of the lubricnt. It scratches

rci; '* e.ife rubbing3 " when the dosign and grinding-polishing errors

corrected, this 0Cr rinnot be perrttrod. It is supnosed to be a

blpck o-cde, but it h3 i-.omo gritty and constitutes a h"armful dirt,

Tio scrrs Pend aratn'rs ir. Lhe .030" pathway show that this grit and/or

the dischard !- matallic dust has boon rubbed between the piston surfaces

and the rncowiys.

All. thrcei of' these ouirlity and design difficult-ies must be eliminated*

Arny one of theao throe flaws would be sufficient to cause very short

raceway life.



To. Ccq nder
Oklahmna City Air M:aterial Area
T'inker AFB
Oklahoma

From: W. j-, Ewbank
School of Mechnical Engineering
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma

F-ibject: AF 34-(601)-14089
OURI Project 13814-
Specific Prblem 63-4
ContaminatJ on of MIL-L-7808 Lubricating, Oil in Sundstrand
Drives.
Comments on Letter from R. W. Wasserman

We would like to make. the following cmuments on the request by

R. W. Wassermen for suggestions as to specific physical properties

required on a fluid to be used for constant speed drive applications.

1. The corstant speed drive mechanism wse originally developed

under the concept that it would bo a part of the engine lubricant system.

The question of choice of lubricant was, thercfore, not even considered,

since the CSD was required to perform satisfactorily when utilizing the

eoir.ine lubricant, this mat •riil having special properties designed to

rontimiss its performance in a jet engine lubricating system.

3. The constant sneed drive is, therefore, using MIL-7808 primarily

for a reason which is no longer valid. This lubricant is designed to

imarove jet engine performance. Since, so far as we can determine., the

CSD has consistently been lubricated only with MIL-7809 oil, there is

no real basis for deciding whether any particular alteration in its

properties would help or harm the operation of the lubricant as a CSD

fluid. Although these comments apply to prticular property values, it

seoma almost certain that such improvement in lubricant quality can be

obtained once it is decided as to which nroperties affect the actual

machine performnnce.
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4. The commonts regarding various physical properties which follow

are, therefore, highly tentntivoe since it is not believed possible at

the present time to set un any standnrds on physical properties which

will guarantee that one lubricant will perform bettor than another$

Rather, it is our feeling that a major goal of the proposed test program

would be to eetermine which Dhysical properties, if any have an impor-

tant affect of the quality of lubrication of a CSD as measured by actual

tests.

5. With regard to the physical tests, we would have the following

comments:

a. Kinematic viscosity - for theoretical resons, we feel that

materially greAter scuff resistance in the pump plate nnd pump

piston arep would bc obtained by using oils of higher viscosity.

This is of the utmost importance importance in some newer installa-

tions. As a result, the affoctive viscosity in the nump is

materially reduced. We womld suggest that oils be tested having

viscosity 50 to 100% rrenter thnn those specified in the MIL-7808

snocifications in order to prove or disprove this theoretical idea.

b. Flash point and pour point will both be increased when a more

via cous oil is used. Since flash point is already safely high,

the only purnose of this test is as a routine insuection to deter-

mine Oossiblr contamination. The pour point smecification will

need to be relaxed. Our information indicates that actual operation

is not exnected to occur at temperatures lower than -45 F. There.

fore, a pour noint below this value would appear to be safe.

c. Although OCILMA has exnoriencod difficulty with MIL-7808 oils

of high lead corrosion number, it is well known that the corrosion

results shown in these lnboatorybench tests very markedly from



field experience and corr-lation is only valid for a particular

type of lubricpnt base stock. We would not, therefore, roccmmend

that any notontially interesting lubricant be rejected as a test

candidate on the basis of bench corrosion studies.

d. The same comments apnly to synthetic rubber swell characteristics,

since it serme absurd to reject An oil of excellent lubricating

mroperties because of an adverse affect on the sealing gaskets.

Rather, the gasket materials should be designe6 so as to Dnrmit

the use of the most effective lubricant.

e. In view of the highor temperatures to which newer CSD units

are being exposed, we would believe that the test requirements for

evaporation loss, deposition number and oxidation stability should

be hold at the current values given in HIL-7808, but the tests

should be run at a materially higher temperature (approximately

100 F). In view of the fAct that the CSD is A hydraulic transmission,

bulk modulus is nn imnortnnt design nerameter. However, apparently

the hydraulic chnrectcristics of MIL-7808 are satisfactory. We

would, therefore, surcost thrt cAndidate oils be at least equal

to current MIL-7PO8 nroeucts. If nossible, a cnndidate oil of

materially better bulk modulus should be obtained and tested to

determine whether imnroved drive performance is obtained with a

material which is an improved hydraulic fluid.

f. With regard to load carryin;: capacity and lubricity which are

the most important characteristics in view of current operating

difficulties, we have not been able to correlate results obtained

on various batches of MIL-7808 oil with field performance of these

batches. Perhaps one reason for such lack of correlation is that
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MIL-7808 oils cover a narrow range of those provorties, In any

event, there seeom to be no way in which to choose either a test

method or a rango of vnluee for any test method, We would,, thereforej,

suggest that all candidate oils bo toeted utilizing the standard

load and wear test methods such as Timken, SAE, Almen, Shell

h-ball (both seirure and wear test methods), etc., and that these

I results be cemnAred with performance of the candidate oils as

determined by actual toets in CSD units. With such results, it

I wehould be Dossible to ceotormine which teet method correlates best

with service Derformanco and whnt minimum values should be required

in this test.

6. The heart of this evaluation nrogrem, therefore, resides in

suitably testing a variety of candidate lubricants in full scale CSD

1 units, since no eviden~ce whatever excists showing that any screening

test is able to predict that a given oil will show actual nerformance

"either better or worse then any other oil.

I



APPENDIX V

To: Comumander,, Oklahoma City Atir Matekial Area
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma
Attention: OCNE

From: W. J. Ewbank
Project Director
OURI
Norman, Oklahoma

Subject: Contract Number 34s(601)-14~089
Oreer Number 34- 6 01- 6 3-4
OURI Project Number 139h-4
Suecial Problem 63-7
Suitability of Grade 1100 Aviation Oil after Contamination
with Aviation Gasoline.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

This n~roblem arose from the dosire of Strater4c Air Commuand to

extend the life of rocinrocating aircraft lubricating oil. It is

the policy of SAC in winter to dilute the oil in the lubricating sys-

tom with ap'raximtely 12% of aviation rasolino. Those engines are

then ground run after being startoed fr a sufficient length of time to

evanornte tho Easoline. In mnny cases the engines are started and

ground run without the airrraft being taken off; however, Tech Orders

require that at leost every third such engine start should be accompanied

by flight to operating altitudo of 30,000 feet so as to fully warm the

engine and eveyporate the lubricant. At the present time the orders

recuire discarding the lubricant after three such flights. It was

requested that we determine if the remaining traces of gasoline dilution

were causing any deleterious effects or whether nossibly four such

operations could be oonsidered,

TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS

A laboratory bench test was act un where a samele of new Grade

1100 aviation oil was diluted with 12% gpsoline4  The resulting diluted

material was then evanorated at 190 to 200 F over a steam both at46-
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i•'tospheric nreusuro. After two such onorations, the third evanoration

took nleco in n vrcuum flask nt 190 F, the nrossure in the vacuum flask

being Yvintained enuivalent to that at 30,000 foot altitude. These

three dilutions ended by n vncuum ro-ewvnorntion hereafter referred

to as A cycle, Snmnles from the now oil from one cycle and from three

cycles of oDeration wore analyzed by the Chemical Laboratory, OCAMA,

using an infrared slectro-photomoter and were subjected to physical

toots and analysis by the OU Research Institute.

The infrared spectro-photometer test was included because this

engine uses Grade 1100 lubrication oil to which 2% cyclohexanone has

been added for the purpose of acting as a carbon solvent and softener.

Preliminary work utilizing samples of Grade 1100 aviation oil diluted

with various percentnges of cyclohoxanono indicated a good absorption

peak for this matorial which showed a nuantitntive correlation with

the mcrcontage of cyclohoxnnone known to have boon put into the sample.

Briefly, the rcsults of this test showed that even after one cycle,

no trnco of cyclohrxnnono wns left. Natuelly, the same result was

obtained from the spmnle nater three ccles of oneration. A special

test vamnle of cyclohoxnnonc-tronted oil without dilution was exposed

* to the same 190 F test tem'croturc for the same length of time and showed

less than 50% removal of cyclohexanone. It is therefore believed that

the complete removal of cyclohexanone is due to the rather viCorous

boiling action of the gasoline dilutent on such heating, this action

causing the stripping of the cyclohexanone similar to the effects of

steam distillation.

Physical tests of the now oil, the one cycle treated oil and the

three cycle treated oil are given below:

S.47-



Tot Procedure Ncw Oi'.'l One Cycle Oil Three Cycle Oil

Viscosity at 100 F,
centistokes 245 216 229

Viscosity at 210 F,
centistokos 20.06 18.9 18.9

Flash point, OF 525 500 440 (See note 1)

Ash content 0 0.05 0.05

Note 1. A small flash wrs obtained at U0 F. It was a very smal blue

flash typicnl of fuel eilution. The test was therefore continued;

flash was not obtained at overy 50 intervening temperature until 490 F

from which time a flash wns obtained at each 50 F. Therefore, the low

flash is considered to be typical of fuel dilution with the 490 F being

tyoicnl of the lubricating oil. This wns confirmed by the fact that the

fire noint of 580 F is tyoicnl of undiluted lubricating oil of this grade.

CONCLUSIONS

None of the ahnnges in the physical specification are considered

to be harmful to the function of the lubricatinr oil and the comparison

of results between the onc cycle and the three cycle indicates that

continued deteriorption i. not to be feared.

The worst point foinrd in the invostigation was the camplete disap-

pearance of the cyclohcxinonc additivc after only one dilution cycle.

If SAC believes thnt this material is furnishing a real service in

nreventing engine carbon denosit formation, some provision should be

made for a continuous renlenishment of the cyclohexanone contont of the

lubricntinr oil euring winter service. Due to the fact that evaporation

is slow in the absence of dilution boiloff, it is doubtful that cyclo-

hexanone replacement is necessary unless dilution rrodedures are being

followed.

I .tc•.



In any event there seoos to be no reason why a fourth operational

cy-le should not be norformod by SAC assuming that ongine operating

conditions are normal and that tho oneine lubricant has not boon

contaminated from some outside sourco,

I� 49-



APPENDIX VI

Commander

Ti-kor Air Force Base, Oklahoma
Attention: OCHS

From: W. J. Ewbank
Project Director
OURINorman, Oklahoma

Subject: Contrect Number 3h~(601)-l14089
Order Number umb-6 r1-63-h
CURI Project Number 138i4-.L
Final Report on Special Problem 63-9 (62R76801)
Determination of the Proper Lubricant for Use in Ram
Turbines

1. This nroblom arose as a result of sticking of the pitch control

moohaniam in blades of rem nir turbinca. This pitch control is main-

tained by a set of interlocking gears held in Dlace by ball boearings.

The bearings stuck from rust corrosion due to condensation and ambient

moisture.

2.. Investiention of theo problem indicated that the use of a rust-

inhibiting lubricant should provent this corrosion and alleviate the

situation.

3. An analysis of thi onerating conditions of the bearings showed

that the lubricant rocmmondcd should be able to moot the following

requirements:

a. It should permit ooraetion of the bearings at low ambient temp-

orstures.

b. The maximum tomoerature in service will be under 200 F.

c. It should have maximum corrosion (water) resistance.

d.. It should nbsorb water into the grease structure without

excessive softening.



4. A military nporoved lubricant which meets these requirements

is MIL-l-1O924D, Automotive and Artillory Grease, which is hereby

rocomeondod as a satisfsctory lubricnnt for the wrpose.
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APPrMDX VII

ou'uCo•mander
Oklahoma City Air n'atorial Area
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma
Attention: OCNE

From: W. J. Ewbank
Project Director
OURI
Norman, Oklahoma

Subject: Contract Number 3h(601)-1j089
OURI Project Number 138b-4
Specific Problem 63-11
Determination of a Suitable Lubricant for Load Screws of
Missile Attitude Stands

STATEMENT OF PROMD

This problem arose when the North American Aviation Company specified

A proprietary lubricant for lubrication of lead screws which control the

attitude of the missile checkout stand built by them and which had shown

excessive weer when lubricated with conventional lubricants.

Their recommendation wRs that a material referred to as Torko grade

SAE 50 motor oil be used, supnlimented with an adeitive known as Torko

Rod-Top or Torko Blue-Ton ndcitivo. These materials are extensively

sold to 'hot rod" owners on the West Coast but represent a supply

problem in other Darts of the United States.

RESULTS

Samplos of Torko motor oil and Torko Rod-Top additives were

obtained from Clinton-Sherman Air ForCe Base. Although a sample of

Torko Blue-Top additive was not obtained, it is believed that the

analytical comments apply to it since the instructions from North

American Aviation indicates that the two additives are essentially

identical and may be used intorchangeably.
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"Ittto, at which time, the vapor evolving is still over 90% water. Thus

.1esontially only water evaporates, Aassuing that the evsaoration is

stoDnod at this roint, and that water only evencrstes, the thermal capa-

city of the system would be of the order of 140,000 Btu, with a reserve

of about 20,000 Btu obtainable by evanorsting the glycol at temperatures

between 250 and '170 F. The latter is theapprcximate boiling point of

muro glycol at 30,000 feet. This sytem would also have the disadvantage

that before it ran dry, it would undoubtedly be evaporating a combustible

mixture, although only in the very final stages. If these occurred only

in flight, it is doubtful that any flammnability hazard would incur.

8. The use of methyl or ethyl alcolbol or other low boiling miscible

solvents as anti-freeze is not rccomocnded. No suitable azootropes are

known, and eue to the relativc boiling D-ints, concentration of the organic

material occurs within the vapor phase, probably leading to an inflamma-

bility hazard, which would be most serious during the early ground run

stares.

9. On the basis of thn above survey it is recommended that the

Chemical Laboratory OCAMA rui toests to evaluate the inflammability

hazard of the "Colloeolve'/wF ter And the "Methyl Cellosolvo"l/water mixtures

as well as the freezing cha-ncteristics.
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Freezing voint of the 30/70 mixt, re is between 10 and 15 F, which

i.s a material imnrovement. Again, specific information on this material's

freezing characteristics is lacking. However, typically concentration of

Sthe higher molting point material occurs in the solid phase, thus concer-

trating the anti-freeze effect. Thus the freezing point of a 50/50 mix-

ture is -20 F. Orgaiic fluid-water mixible solutions therefore tend to

freeze to a slush of ice crystals in an unfrozen liouid solution. Such

A material should melt com-letely without building up pressures due to

premature boiling. Incieentally, tynically such materials shrink on

freezing thus eliminating pressure build-un due to freezing.

5. If the above system is found to furnish combustible vapors, a

lower concentration version is "Methyl Cellosolve"/water in a 17/83 volume

ratio. This also boils at 210 F. and other comments are pertinent.

6. Heat of solution data have not yet been found. However, for

these systems it is believed small, so that a reasonable approximation of

thermal capacity should be obtnined by nassuming latent heats to be a

sunmwtion of individual v-iueo. On this basis, the "Cellosolve" solution

hns a capacity of about 17?, 0OO Btu, and the "Methyl. Cellosolve" solution

about 18h,000 Btu. Those would seem to be reasonable compromises with

cana city.

7. Straight anti-freeze trentment would seem to be inferior to the

Above suggestion, but some feasibility. No azeotropes are formed by any

of the common glycols. Tymically, a 30/70 mixture of ethylene glycol

and water will have a freezing noint of 5 above zero, and an atmospheric

boiling point of 218 F. The first material to be evolved will be over

95% water, so that a continuous shift towards a higher glycol concentra-

tion will occur. The boilinp teamnerature at itmospheric pressure remains

below 250 F until the comoosition has shifted to an 80/20 glycol water



2. If the minimtwu rocuireel capacity is the full 200,000 Btu, the

TrOOblM is insoltible, since water has br considerable the highest latent

heat of vaporivation of any mattrial fond which boils in the same range.

Water 97n Btu/Ib

Ammonia 550 Btu/lb

Freon 70 fltu/lb

The variation is due to the high energy of the hydrogen-oxygen bond

together with the untynically high boiling point for such a low molecular

weight compound.

3. The only materis!s %&ich moot both the combustibility and toxicity

requirements and boil in th.' proper range arc the Freons, Due to their

large molecular weitht, the intent hent por pound is very low. Unless

the system is overbuilt to nn absurd extent, the Freons will not be

suitable. Even taking irt nccount their density of about 1.4, the

capacity of 24 -nllone will furnish an energy availability of only about

25, 00 Btu.

4. If a small deecrec-r' in capacity is rermitted, the most promising

solution seems to be the fo~iition of a constant boiling mixture using

n non-toxic volatile orrp.i.c solution. First recommendation would be the

use of 30 volume % "Cellosolve", a oroprietary solvent of Union Carbide

Chemicals Comnany, and 70 vwume % wster. This material boils at 99 C

(or 210 F) at Ptmosaheric nrossure. It is non-toxic to high concentra-

tions. Although I wps not able so far to find combustibility information

on water solutions, evidence on comoarable materials, e. g., alcohol

indicate th, t ?0/7n mixtures are not combustible. No production of a

more combustible material is anticinated at any time, since the particular

material is an azeotrone and boils off comnle+ely at this composition.

Combustibility of the mixture can easily be checked in the laboratory.
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APPENDIX XI

Comuander
Oklphoma City Air Material Area
Tinker AFB
Oklahoma

From: W. J. Ewbank
School of Mechanical Engineering
University of Oklahuma
Norman, Oklahoma

Subject: Contract AF 34(601)-1 4069
OTFRI Project l384 -3
Final Report Problem 63-8
Special Coolants for Ebullition Cooling in B-58 Aircraft

This Droblem involves a heat exchanger which cools blood air by

ebullition of water. The h1,at exchanger is in the B-58 aircraft, and

is charged with 24 gallons of water which must last during the flight

with a satisfactory reserv-, Trouble occurs in cold weather when the

water in the heat exohangpr freezes. So far as can be determined,

expansion of water during f-,-oeaing does not cause difficulty. However,

when the engines are startcd, 4 00 F bleed air melts ice next to the hent

exchanger tube and then vpno-izes it before the mnin body of ice melts.

This develons sufficient rini~.surc to collapse the heat exchanger tubes

and destroy the exchanger.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION T'C -)ATE

1. The exhaust fumes from the heat exchanger are sufficiently

near the engine exhaust that a definite fire hazard exists with the use

of an inflammable solvent. Toxic materials also are not usable due to

the poisoning hazard during Mround run-up operations. The exact Btu

capacity needed in the system has not yet been obtained from SAAMA or

GD/NW, but it prosunably is something under 200,000 Btu. The end

results should also cause boiling within the same temperature range as

water,1"56



i,.ersitivitieu, Distinct peaks anper in each wave. On disassemubly

T-, find the outer raceway hans annular ridges which are too coarse.

The innor raceway is satisfactory. Although we would reject this

bear-ing it is not awfully bad, It is cn the questionable point where

rejection seems boat.

-.

[.
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APEUX X

Com, 4 ndor
OC. .r4A
T' nkor AFB
Attention: OCNE

From: Paul A. Cushman
OURI
Norman, Oklehoma

Subject: Contrnct Number 34(601)-14089
OURI Project Number 1384;4
OURI Problem Number 63-16

j Fou Now Dopnrture JOLO2o beeringf- were submitted for inspection.

"There are two besrin,'s in a piece of aluminum foil. Both are

I distinctly etched ZH5182J. These are perfect bearings by DuMont 403

Oscilloscope test on the two highest sensitivities. They are oqual to

our best bearing standnre'r which we use for comparison.

[Two beprings are in co.onhano pnckages numbered #2 And #12. These

had been studied by the Doaring Brench by microscono at about 12X

Smngnification. The etched letters on those are ZH5I82J.

S#2 bearing is nnt #s rood as the two bearings in aluminum foil.

However it is A well mn6a bo."ring. The vertical range of oscilloscope

[wavens is slight and never fuzvy. There Are many more ripples per inch

of length of wave than on some of our best standArd bearings. However

1. these waves do not have sharp points at the top and bottom. We are

sure that the bearing would give reasonably good life. We decided to

study the raceways and have found them to be satisfactory, but not

Sequal to the best which New Departure amn manufacture.

#12 is not as good as #2. It is not as good as the bearings

1. which we use as quality standards. We would reject #12. The vertical

range of the oscilloscope lines is too great on both .001/XI and .001/x.5
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dovelom nts Aftor fmatory lckngine must be found. There is a deep

'.crrosion soot of two months accumeation an one of these four inner

rncovays,

It is impossible to cull bad bearings out of production in a

factoryr, because the factory cannot afford to purchase and use all of
{- the above eauipment. They cannot build or buy sufficient test machines

to adequately sot u= dynamic tatst, The process or sorting out goodI
and bad bearings is P job for voople interested in aircraft bearings.

It is a job for Tinker AFB and other air force bases, not a function of

fnctories oxcept to a minor extant. Only en Air foroo base can gather

the necesanry informstion About whnt this VI-224~248 bearing miust

nccomnlish.

Factorios cn attomnt to mnke n first sorting and first rejection

of bed bearings, but the wcrkz must be done again at some or each air

force bAse immedintely rrior to the benring use.

I.-
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Practically none of the ball bearing companies are sufficiently

Icnt in the use of microscoDes ane eyepiece magnifying glasses by

which it is necessary to detect ball bearing raceway flaws that cause

very early bearing wear and deterioration.

The bearing company renrosentatives-over a dozen of them-who have

come to Tinker AFD do not talk with experience about raceway flaws. They

do not use high enough magnification to locate dynamic flaws in bearings.

Secondly, none of these men Are accustomed to use a suitable variety of

. dynamic test machines. Only one of the bearing representatives has

ever used any dynamic test machine. To explain bearing flaws to men with

such backgrounds, they must become fnmiliar with the following procedure.

j PROCEDURES OF TEST

Without both the McKzif -ht Analyzor and DuMont 403 Oscilloscope with

I Rotator test machine, we isuld be unable to either detect the presence

of the flaws of the VI-22!,2 8 tearings before desassembly or determine

which flaws caused the dynamic impacts. The McKnight Anayzer slowly

rotates the outer race. The inner race can be moved by hand until a

flaw on the inner rnceway npkos a sound, dial record, and oscilloscope

II wave all of unsatisfactory magnitude. There is no mistaking the loaction

this flaw.onThis location is mrrkod by a scratch. The DuMont h03

Oscilloscono similarly locates each distinct flaw in the outer raceway.

Both machines agreed on the rejection of four bearings.

Both machines denond upon good standard bearings for comparison.

The agreement of both machines as to presence of serious flaws, and

comparison of flew magnitudes with the suDerior dynamic performance of

good stnndard bearinps is necessary on all supnly bearings if these VI-

22424 8 bearings are over to be brought within reasonable and satisfactory

life performance. Manufacturing flaws must be found. Corrosion
S.-60-



APPENDIX 3

T? Commander

OCAMA
Tinker AFD
Attention: OCNE

From: PAul A. Oushmn
OURI
Norman, Oklahoma

Subjoct: Contract Number 34( 6 01)-2I0 89
OURI Project Number 138404
OURI Problem Number 63-15

Five VI 224~248 bearings mode by Split Ball Bearing Company, Lebanon, No H.
were submitted for inspection.

I There was one good bearing among the five, Four bearings show bad

on both the McKnight Analyzer and DuMont 403 Oscil2oscoie Rotator test

machine. These four bearings would have a very early failure on the

[ oscillator service in which they are used.

The four bead benrines wz-ro disaseembled.. Three had boon marked at

one or more spots of the inner raceway, *here flows were indicated by

the McKnight Analyzer. By visual inspection at 6X mgnification it was

readily possible to observe that the marked spots were a major cause of

[the dynamic defects shown by both ball bearing test machines.. A second

flaw in several of these be-%rings is the presence of coarse annular

.. ridges extending throughout the circouforence and width of each outer

raceway. These two classes of raceway flaws can only be soon at 4X to

* 6X magnification. We have 4X on microscopes in the Bearing Branch at

L Tinker AFB. We use also a 6X magnification eyepiece from a discarded

projector lantern. The 6X magnification is the better and simpler to

.manipulate of the two observations, I recommend that both be used on

- every inspection, never one alone. A jig is necessary for rotation of

the inmer race.
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APPENDIX VIII

To: Cominnder
OCtJA
Tinker AFB
Attention: OCNE

From: Paul A. Cushman
* - WRI

Norman, Okla home

Subject: Contract Number 34(601)-14089
OURr Project Number 1384-I. OURI Problem Number 63-13Tinker Project Reference MIP OC 63-5295R2K

It is desired to investigate the serviceability of the J79/F014

Teleflox Box Bearing (HIP Cc 5295R2K).

The bearing is notch loaded, a ful. capacity ball bearing without

[a retainer, and grease sealed. It oscillates slowly in service, The

bearing dimensions are .750 bore, 1.186 OD, .247 outer width.

IA fitting was dovisc for use on the ball bearing test machine by
which bearing dynamic flr-,i can be located with a DuMont 403 Oscilliucope.

There were two unsntisfActory bearings among seven tested. This is a

[ vary common ratio of bad bearings in sunrly lots. It is not practical

to test the bearings without romovil from the housing of the Teleflex

SBox, because there is corneiderable friction between the housing and a

- washer when any rotation ir attempted. It is important that grease or
oil lubricant be uscd on this washer. This has been overlooked. Test

of the whole asemmbly on the bearing test maohino might also prove

doesirAble when the washer is lubricated.

The bearings should a lways be machine tested with the DuMont 403

0scilloscoTe before installotion into the Teleflox Box. This bearing
I test, together with the washer lubrication, appear to bo the only necessary

changes in the asombly of this unit, and they should eliminate failures.
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It is underatnod that a liquid lubricant is required for this

lubricating systom. If ft could bo adnptod to the use of lubricating

r.oeee, two load noithenato base lubricating greases are available in

military procurement as MIL-L-76245 and MIL-0-l14s7O.

It is believcd that any of the above specifications plus the

ccmmercial product mentionad above would givo equal or bottur porformance

then the Torko lubricatinf, o.L! plus additive currently reccomended by

North American Aviation, as woll As being availnble without logistic

problems.

[
V.
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CONOLUSIONS

As was found in toots by North American Aviation, it is expected

that a base lubricntincr oil of the Arkansas pale typo fortified with

the Torko Rod-Top additive would show mild extreme pressure character-

istics, since the base oil is known to possess a minor amount of such

activity and both lead nasthenste and zinc dithiophosphate are known

anti-wear agents. The major aeditivo used in Torko Red-Top additive,

i. eC, the polybutene VI improver, serves no useful purpose.

The same or improved characteristics should be obtained by the use

of Military Snecification lubricant, MIL-L-18186, which is a worm gear

lubricant deovelonod by Nnvnl Ordinance for use on heavy duty worms

[onboard ship.

While no coaposition rcouirements are placed on the material.,

ap-roval is based both on on efficiency measurement of a test wcrm gear

set utilizinr- tho finisho, lubricant and on a wear inspection of the

worm and worm wheol after the oSficiency test.

No straight loed nanthenate gear oils have been found in the Military

Lubricant Specifications. Such mntrials are available covnercially,

the most available vrobably being the Morone series of gear lubricants

distributed by Texaco Inc, Those matorials are available in a variety

of viscosity grades and the Active agent is 7 J% load napthenate soap.

Another Federal Specification lubricant which would probably be

ruitablo for thisnurnoec is the general purpose extreme pressure gear

oil bought by government agencies under the Federal Specification VV-L-768.

The military general nurnoso gear lubricant purchased under MIL-L-21OSB

would not be suitnble since this material is extremely active and would

probably corrode the bronze Darts of this lubricated system.kI



lPhyical and chemical analysos wore performed on the Tor motor

oil and on the Torko Red-Top additive with the folloving results*

1. The Torko motor oil spnoars to be a typical non-additive

straight mineral oil manufactured from South Arkansas crudes and con-

taining the characteristic high natural sulfur content of these materials

which are referred to in the lubricating oil industry as Arkansas pale

oils. Such lubricant sto=.ý snow a minor amount of EP activity due to

the natural sulfur content.

2, The Torko Rod-ToD additive appears to be a mixture of this base

lubricating oil plus additivoc. A major additive constituent is a

VI improver of the polybutono type. This material has no extreme

pressure or anti-wear effect but is normally used in the lubricating

oil industry as a Viscosity Ineex improver and as a mnns of increasing

tho viscosity of the oil rtt low shear rates so as to docreaso loakgeo.

A second additive is lead nnpthonnto soap and zinc dithionhosphate.

Evidence for the presence of these letter mntorialr was found by

spectroscopic analysis which showod major amounts of lead and zinc.

Evidence for the nolybutono ndditivo was thephysicnl appearance of the

oil togothor with the tor i,)ncy to precipitate a rubbery material on

henting to a tomnornture of apnroximately 400 F.

FJnnl confirmation nf the presence of thoso additives was obtained

by mixing a sAanle of bnto lubricating oil with additives of this type

and running on infrn-rod anectrophotoimter trace. The infra-red test

of the synthotically nrooarod mnterial was identical with that of Torko

Rod-Top additivo except for one very small absorption band which is

boliered due to the rod dyd used in the Torko ndditive to color the

finished matorinl.
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